WHY ATTEND?

Are you wondering what
new HIV tests are on the
horizon that might change
your practice and what best
practices are for validating
new tests?

Do you find it a
challenge to
interpret current HIV
diagnostic tests?

Are your clients asking you
about the best tests to use
for their patients on PrEP or
for the diagnosis of acute
HIV?

Low Registration Rates
Student | $50
PASCV Member | $75
Non-Member | $175

What Past Attendees are Saying

Great content. I enjoyed the diverse of
perspectives from the speakers.
The subject matter was good and informative.
Great mix of presentation and use of interactive
polling.

4 Hours
of P.A.C.E., CLS, and Florida
Board of Clinical Laboratory
Personnel Credit
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CHOP
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Cardenas
CHOP

Omai Garner
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Silvina Masciotra
CDC

Renata Sanders
Johns Hopkins
SOM

Anthony Tran
DC Public Health
Laboratory

HIV diagnostics are now a staple in the clinical laboratory. Rapid advances in technology have allowed for
drastic improvements in the laboratory’s ability to detect and diagnose HIV. As newer methodologies
emerge, it is important for both clinical and public health laboratories to understand and incorporate these
new applications and understand their limitations. This program will provide an in-depth overview of the
current state of HIV diagnosis including the following topics: 1) Overview of current HIV tests and their use
in the diagnostic algorithm plus discussion of current APHL reporting language document; 2) Challenging
HIV diagnostic cases using the current algorithm; 3) Challenges of the current HIV diagnostic algorithm:
Management of PrEP and diagnosis of acute HIV infection; 4) Four Letter Words in HIV Diagnostic
Testing - CLIA-Waived Test Update: How do these assays fit into the current HIV diagnostic algorithm?
AND… IQCP: Are your HIV serology tests in compliance?; 5) New HIV tests on the horizon and how they
may affect the current algorithm; 6) Quality assurance programs for HIV diagnostic testing – issues
surrounding laboratory validation of new HIV diagnostic tests.
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